WHAT DOES CASA DO?
Follow a CASA volunteer’s journey to help a child find her forever home.

Child is removed from home and placed in foster care.

Judge appoints a CASA volunteer.

CASA volunteer meets with child to learn more about her.

CASA volunteer communicates with everyone involved in case.

CASA volunteer sets up regular meetings with child.

CASA volunteer advocates for child’s best interest in court.

CASA volunteer continues working to find child a permanent home.

CASA volunteer supports child through transitions.

CASA volunteer communicates with everyone involved in case:
- foster parents
- biological family
- CPS worker
- therapist
- doctor
- teacher
- attorney ad litem
- CPS reassigns caseworker
- moves to another new school
- starts another new school
- moves to different foster home
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What is a CASA volunteer?
A CASA (Court Appointed Advocate®) volunteer is a dedicated member of the community who is appointed by a judge to advocate for the best interest of an abused or neglected child in the state’s care.

Who are CASA volunteers?
CASA volunteers are people just like you: compassionate, objective, self-motivated individuals from the community. They come from all walks of life and backgrounds. Some work full time—others stay at home or are retired. All are passionately committed to helping children.

What is the role of a CASA volunteer?
A CASA volunteer is an independent voice in court who advocates solely for the best interest of the child. The CASA volunteer spends significant time getting to know the child, as well as reviewing records and interviewing the child, family members and other relevant persons to determine the facts and circumstances of the child’s situation.

How do I become a CASA volunteer?
If you are looking to help children truly in need you should become a CASA volunteer. It means you will represent the best interest of a child in need in court. You will work with attorneys and social workers to make sure that child is safe in the foster care system. You won’t be a foster parent but you will be the voice making a real difference in a critical turning point in a child’s life.
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